
1. Cost Containment International, LLC is a nationwide consulting company helping businesses to 
save, reduce and control their utility and business costs including energy procurement, energy 
efficiency, telecommunications, data and merchant card processing. 

2. A copy of the Certificate of Good Standing with the State oflL is included. 
3. Agent registered with the State ofiL - Jason H. Rock 

Managerial Background 

6833 Stalter Drive 
Rockford, IL 61108 
Phone 815-962-6611 
Fax 815-962-0687 
Email jrock@bslbv.com 

Hans Herrmann had been in business for over 9 years as president of an interconnect company and 
Ameritech distributor in IL. In 2002 to 2008 he managed Communications & Energy Solutions, Inc. 
Communications & Energy Solutions, Inc provided consulting services to businesses in over 16 states for 
telecom and energy procurement. In 2008, Cost Containment International, LLC was formed. 

Hans Herrmann- president 
Has been in the electric business for over 7 years 

Rob Marczyk- Business Development 
Has been in the electric business for 7 years. 

Kathie Bozzone- Business Development (located in CA) 
Has been in the electric business for 6 years. 

Technical Requirements 

Cost Containment Inti has over 2,000 energy clients in 22 states and the officers and contracted support 
personnel of Cost Containment have consulted and procured electricity since 2002. 

Hans Herrmann has been consulting on electricity for over 6 years providing rate analysis and 
procurement services for commercial accounts. Copies of articles on energy procurement written by Hans 
Herrmann are included in our submittal. Rob Marczyk has been consulting on electricity for 7 years and 
Kathie Bozzone for 6 years. 

Financial Requirements 
A surety bond for $5,000 naming People of the State ofiL is included in our submittal. 
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To all to whom these Presents Shall Come, Greeting: 

I, Jesse White, Secretary of State of the State of Illinois, do 
hereby certify that 
COST CONTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL, LLC, A WISCONSIN LIMITED LIABILITY 

. COMPANY HAVING OBTAINED ADMISSION TO TRANSACT BUSINESS IN ILLINOIS ON 
OCTOBER 29, 2009, APPEARS TO HAVE COMPLIED WITH ALL PROVISIONS OF THE 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT OF THIS STATE, AND AS OF THIS DATE IS IN 
GOOD STANDING AS A FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ADMITTED TO 
TRANSACT BUSINESS IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. 

Authentication #: 0931401858 

In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set 

my hand and cause to be affixed the Great Seal of 

the State of Illinois, this 10TH 

day of NOVEMBER AD. 2009 

Authenticate at http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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License or Permit Bond 
License or Permit Bond No JLI-1180708 

Old Republic Surety Company 
53 W. Jackson Suite 1215 

Chicago, IL 60604 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That we, Cost Containment International 

LLC as Principal, and Old Republic Surety Company a Wisconsin Corporation, and 

authorized to do business in Illinois, as Surety, are held and firmly bound unto THE PEOPLE 

OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS as Obligee, in the sum of FIVE THOUSAND AND NO/100 Dollars 

($5,000.00), for which sum, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors 

and assigns, jointly and severally, by these presents. 

THE CONDITIONS OF THIS OBLIGATION ARE SUCH, That WHEREAS, the Principal 

has been or is about to be granted a license or permit to do business to operate as an ABC 

(Agent, Broker, or Consultant) under 220 ILCS 5/16-115C and is required to execute this bond 

under 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 454.80 by the Obligee. 

NOW, Therefore, if the Principal fully and faithfully perform all duties and obligations of 

the Principal as an ABC, then this obligation to be void; otherwise to remain in full force and 

effect. 

This bond may be terminated as to future acts of the Principal upon thirty (30) days 

written notice by the Surety; said notice to be sent to 527 East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, 

Illinois 62701, of the aforesaid State of Illinois, by certified mail. 

Dated this 16 day of November, ""20"'0"'9'---_ 

Cost Containment International!! prinCiPal,! 

by: ~c:....-.. /,4z. 'pYt!~. 
. [Name) . [title) 

Hans H etei\ I11C'-lI() 

Old Republic Surety Company. Surety 

, )' i : 
by: __ ~\~)_·~-,~,~.~.~~\~~~'~1' __ ~~~_ 

. Diane Seno Attorney-in-fact 



H: *"tt ** *.,.,.. * 
.: OLD REPUBLIC SlJRETY COMPANY 

***** POWER OF ATTORNEY 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY, a Wisconsin stock insurance corporation, 
does make, constitute and appoint: 

GERRI VELARDE, JOHNNIE ALLEN, THERESE ANICHINI, MATTHEW S. MELIKER, FRANK 
J. SZArKOWSKI, DIANE SENO, ERIC R. BURNS, OF ROLLING MEADOWS, IL 

lts1nJe a1d law(ul Attomey(sHn-Fact, with full pewer ard authority, not exceeding $10.000.000. for ard on behalf of the company as surety. to execute and del"er 
and affix the seal of the company thereto (if a seal is required), txJnds, undertakings, recognizances or other written obligations in the nature thereof, (other than bail 

" ~ b!n<deposit:cxy bonds, mortgage deficiency bonds, mortgage guaranty bonds, guarantees of installment paper and note guaranty bonds, self-insurance 
oi.o1<ers ccmpensaiion txxxJs guaranteeing payment of benefits,_ asbestos abatement contract I:x:Jnds, waste management bonds, hazardous waste remediation bonds 
otblack U1g bonds), as follows: 

ALL WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED AN AGGREGATE OF 
.. Jt'IVE HUNDRED TB:OUSAND DOLLARS ($500,000) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FOR ANY SINGLE 
'QBLIGATION, REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS ISSUED FOR THE OBLIGATION. 
-;}""'.:-{, -::t 
.:\: .-~ .":--,.- ,:\-- : 

iSI\riU tQ bli'ld OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY tllereby, and all of the acts of said Atlorneys-in-Fact, pursuant to these presents, are 
J~ltl!!.fldW'd confirmed. This document is not valid unless printed on colored background and is multi-colored. This appointment is made 

. dI;KIer W'd by authority of the board of directors at a special meeting held on February 18, 1982. This Power of Attorney is Signed and sealed 
DV,,~mile under and by the authority of the following resolutions adopted by the board of directbrs of the OLD REPUBLIC SURETY 
eoMiSANY on February 18, 1982. 

RESOLVED that, the president, any vice-president, or assistant vice president in conjunction with the secretary or any assistant 
secretary. may appoint attorneys-in-fact or agents with authority as defined or limited in the instrument evidencing the appeintment 
in. each case, for and on behalf of the company to execute and deliver and affix the seal of the company to bonds, undertakings, recog
nizances, and suretyship obligations of all kinds; and said officers may remove any such attorney-in-fact or agent and revoke any 
Power of Attorney previously granted to such person. 
RESOLVED FURTHER, that any bond, undertaking, recognizance, or suretyship obligation shall bevalid and binding upon the Compary 
(i) v.11en si91ed by the president, any vice president or assistant vice president, ard attested ard sealed (~a seal be required) by any secretatyor assistant 

secretary; or 
(ii) when.,$gned by the president, any vice.president or assistant vice president, secretary or assistant secretary, and countersigned and sealed (it a seal 

be,eqUired) by a duly authorized attorney-in-fact or agent; or 
(iii) whertduly executed and sealed (if a seal be required) by one or more attorneys-in-fact or agents pursuant to and within the limits of the authority 
~ by the Power of Attorney issued by the company -to such person or persons. 

RESClIlIEliRJRTHER,thatthe signature of any authorized officer and the seal of the company may be affixed by facsimile to any Power of Attorney or 
certffication thereof authorizing the execution ard delivery of any bond, undertaking, recognizance, or other suretyship obligations of the oompary; ard scdl 

"' .. signature and seal when so used shall have the same force and effect as though manually affixed. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY has caused these presents to be signed by its proper officer, and its 
COIpOrate seal to be affixed this 13 TH day of JANUARY, 2009. 

OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY 

STATEkOF WISCONSIN, COUNTY OF WAUKESHA - SS , ~" < '-',.-,.,;- '!'--:'-~' 

~q;eSiq pz{~ 
'>cj"!':'~On this 13TH day of JANUARY, 2009 ,personally came before me, GERALD C. LEACH 
'>.'!I!!l RICK A. JOHNSON to me known to be the individuals and officers of the OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY who executed the above 
r~"lii!iliulnent. and they each acknowledged the execution of the same, and being by me duly sworn, did severally depose and say; 
,;·.:.imat.they are said officers of the corporation aforesaid, and that the seal affixed to the above instrument is the seal of the corporation, 
'\Iilid that said corporate seal and their signatures as such officers were duly affixed and subscribed to the said instrument by the authority of 

'~board of directors of said corporation'./.':;:~~:::~;ii\ ~/O ~ 4-£) 
_ Notary Public 

My commission expires: 12/02/2012 

CERTIFICATE 
. I, the undersigned, assistant secretary of the OLD REPUBLIC SURETY COMPANY, a Wisconsin corporation, CERTIFY that the 

,foregoing and attached Power of Attorney remains in full force and has not been revoked; and furthermore, that the Resolutions of the board of 
directors set forth in the Power of Attorney, are now in force. L--t. 

63-0288 "",,,'''"''''''',"", _JL~~cJ()~ 
"'3',". (ff~i~~}) Signed and sealed at the City of Brookfield, WI th~ d~y of [?~~ 

"~~OCIATED \~m<;;i¥S, INC. ~ . u~ 
• "" .' . """,,"''','' _. Assistant Sec,etacy ~ 

Tf-lIS DOCUMENT HAS A COLORED BACKGROUND AND IS MULTI-COLORED ON THE FACE. THE COMPANY LOGO APPEAAS 
ON THE BACK OF THIS DOCuMeNT A!5"A WJ(l'ERMARK. tF THESE FEATURES ARE ABSENT THIS DOCUMENT IS VOID. 

ORSC 22262 19/08) 



here are some big changes 
coming in 2008. The IL 
General Assembly passed 
SB 1592, the Rate, Relief 

and Reform package. Condomini
um associations were specifically 
mentioned. For now, condo com
mon areas are to be billed at no 
more than the residential rate 
for the electric commodity. 
(The electric commodity is the 
kWh portion shown on the bill.) 
While this is welcome news, 
in reality, many condominium 
associations already pay less than 
the residential rate for those 
areas, due to competitive pricing 
available from Alternative Retail 
Electric Suppliers. However, 
electricity rates (per kWh) will 
definitely change after the 
May 2008 meter read, and the 
consensus is that prices are 
going up. The new rates will be 
determined during the February -
March 2008 time period. Associ
ations will know by then what the 
pricing will be and will be able 
to determine the best possible 
solution for their building. 

Large and Medium Load CornEd 
condominium associations (those 
over 100 kW) will have the 
Residential Rate as their default 
rate for their common areas. 
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Many commercial accounts in IL will only be offered 
the hourly rate by CornEd. (By the way, hourly 
rates in TX this year hit a high of$1.50 per kWh!) 
Apartment communities are not affected by the condo 
common area ruling and will have the same rules as 
any other commercial account. 

Small Load condo associations (under 100 kW) will 
have the Residential Rate as their default rate also. 
But make sure you have all the facts before you move 
- those Small Load associations currently with an 
alternative supplier will have to remain with CornEd 
for a minimum of 12 months if they default back to 
the Utility. 

Many condo associations using electricity to heat 
their common areas received credits from CornEd to 
reduce the impact of the rate increase that took place 
in January of 2007. In addition, many all-electric 
condominiums that were previously on the Multi
Family Residential Electric Space Heat Rate for 
their common areas were switched by CornEd to a 
commercial rate. Then, due to the Rate Relief and 
Reform Package (SB 1592), these accounts were 
eligible to move back to the Multi-Family Residential 
Electric Space Heat Rate - all in 2007! If your 
association is receiving the Residential Space Heat 
Rate for your common areas, you are in the right 
place for now, as it is very unlikely that a better price 
can be offered by an alternative provider. However, if 
you are still on the commercial rate - get some advice 
from someone knowledgeable in the field. 

Not all the 2007 changes are bad ones for condo 
associations. The Delivery price from CornEd is 
fortunately not based on the residential rate, but 
instead is based on your specific Delivery Class. 
That fact provides genuine savings, since CornEd 
Delivery charges are less for commercial accounts 
compared to residential ones. 

As most associations begin to do their homework and 
develop a Strategic Energy Plan, (SEP), they will be 
in a position to find better pricing than the Resi
dential Rate for their common areas (this residential 
rate is the same rate unit owners pay CornEd 
for electricity in their individual units). Many 
associations currently pay less than the residential 
rate for their common areas, (which is now .07735 
summer and .07564 non-summer both including 
the Rider TSC), by having moved to an alternative 
supplier. When searching for an alternative supplier, 
the residential rate should be used as the default rate 
when comparing pricing. Condo boards typically get 
mUltiple bids from various providers. But there's a lot 
more to consider than just the price. Make sure your 
condo board is told by the provider what is included 
when offered a price for electricity. 

Are all of the price components 
(energy, ancillary charges, 
line loss, capacity, and 
transmission service charge) 
in the offered price? 

Are there any pass-through 
charges? 

Sometimes a proposal will appear to include all of 
the price components, but the contract does not fix or 
lock in all of the components. One supplier's contract 
even goes so far to say that if you sign the agreement, 
you are declaring that you made the decision on your 
own and did not base it on any information that the 
supplier provided to you. 
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What does the auto-renewal 
clause say? 

I recommend that any auto - renewals be removed 
from the contract and the contract should revert to a 
month - to - month until a new contract can be 
put in place. 

Many times the price that appears to be the lowest in 
the proposal stage is not the best price. A condomini
um association can pay more for electricity during 
the term of their contract because they were not given 
all the specifics by a provider and even worse, the 
agreement they signed allowed the price to be raised 
within the contract term. Read the fine print - some 
providers are counting on the fact that you don't. 

Let's review the implications for Condominium 
associations for the coming year: 

Many associations currently pay and should continue 
to pay less then the residential rate for their common 
area electricity depending on the wholesale market 
and opportunities. 

Residential Space Heat Rates in all electric buildings, 
if offered by ComEd for your property, will probably 
be the best rate found for the common areas. 
Alternative supplier proposals don't always include 
all of the electricity price components - ask for 
specifics. A fixed rate without all components fixed 
for the term of the agreement is not a fixed rate. 

Smaller associations currently with an alternative 
supplier, need to make decisions on their electricity 
supplier at least 10 days prior to their current contract 
expiration - or, they will be moved back to ComEd 
and receive the residential rate for a minimum of 
12 months. 

Energy costs (electricity, gas, and utility delivery 
charges) are a significant portion of an association's 
yearly budget. The days of every property receiving 
the same rate from Com Ed are long gone. Finding 
the best price rate and the best fit contract-wise for 
your specific property can have an amazingly 
positive effect on your budget. 

And don't forget, there are more decisions to make 
around the corner! During 2008 there will be 
announcements from the City of Chicago and 
the local office of the Clinton Climate Initiative 
describing programs to reduce energy consumption 
as well as reducing carbon emissions. Retrofits for 
properties may be paid for by entering into a 
Performance Based Agreement, which means going 
"Green" could also help your bottom line. Equipment 
suppliers are trying to sell systems, but make 
sure your Strategic Energy Plan covers all of the 
parameters that the equipment supplier promises. 
Recently a condo association got a quote for an 
energy upgrade. Upon review, it was noticed that the 
payback calculations used by the equipment supplier 
were incorrect, which also inflated the savings. 
Even going "Green" has its own issues regarding 
Condo Associations. For example, without a PPA, 
(Power Purchase Agreement), the not-for-profit status 
of a condo association removes any tax benefits tied 
to wind and solar. But more information about that 
at a later date! 
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ASSOCIA TIONS 
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- Explanation 
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- Do's & Don'ts 
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www.c2intl.com 
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$20,000 TO $45,000 

PER 1,000KW. 

Office: 877.265.2799 II Fax: 877.525.8634 
5upport@c2intl.com 

400 Skokie Boulevard Ste. 380 
Northbrook, IL 60062 



Utility Bills: Opportunities To Pay Less 
And Add Monthly Revenue 

n a monthly basis, many 
associations spend a significant 

amount on utility bills. 
Considering the range of energy 

supply prices over the last four years 
(natural gas has ranged from $.38 to 
$1.248 per therm and electricity 
$28.78 to $103.42 per megawatthour 
as reported on the Nymex for 
Henry Hub gas and PJM electricity), 
a number of questions come to mind: 

• With CornEd's price increasing 
5% to 80% depending on your 
building's load factor - how do 
you contain, reduce and control 
your electric costs? 

• With record high gas prices last 
winter and prices remaining high -
what strategic options can help 
cut and control these costs? 

• What indicators can you track 
to gain some sense of market 
direction? 

• For what other services can you 
find savings? 

• Is there an opportunity to generate 
income on your assets? 

Let's look at some ways to not only 
lower monthly utility bills but also 
create ways in which associations 
have an opportunity to receive 
monthly revenue and potentially 
lower electric bills for individual 
unit residents. 

by HANS HERRMANN· (2 Inti. 
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What indicators can you track to gain 
some sense of market direction? 
Watch natural gas futures market for electricity and natu
ral gas trends. There is a very strong correlation between 
the wholesale natural gas and electricity prices. Most of 
the newer power plants and peaking units bum natural gas 
so rising natural gas prices will make electricity prices 
also rise. Conversely, a hot summer requiring a lot of air 
conditioning will increase the demand for natural gas for 
power generation and impact costs of natural gas. 

Gas going into storage during the summer is also a critical 
factor that impacts the costs of natural gas on the futures 
market and electricity. Gas is injected into storage caverns 
around the country during April through October to help 
reduce any pipeline capacity issues locally during critical 
heating days. 

You can receive a free daily Nymex settlement report and 
a weekly storage report and electric summary by simply 
contacting C2 to be put on the subscription list. 

Natural Gas - There's No 
Typical Solution 
Because of the many differences between properties, there 
is not a "one fits all" solution. Many variables impact the 
costs and the options available to an association: 

• Size of the property 

• Monthly and annual consumption 

• Rate option based on usage 

Some properties use over 1,000,000 therms a year and 
some properties as little as 10,000 therms a year. 
Associations may pay 6 cents per therm more than proper
ties of similar size and usage. Some properties have con
tracts over 5 years old that continue to automatically 
renew. Some associations were "locked in" for 12 months 
at prices that were not favorable, others float on index. 
Some properties take advantage of summer storage; 
others would save .02 a therm if they were in a storage 
program. 

Peoples Gas will always deliver the gas in Chicago and on 
the North Shore. Nicor will always deliver the gas in the 
suburbs. They receive their compensation for delivery and 
reading the meter. Condominium associations should pay 
the least amount possible for the commodity, avoid using 
certain "problem" suppliers, and pursue a strategy that 
maximizes the benefits of their usage patterns. Several 
critical steps to take are: 

• Review your current bill from the utility and the 
supplier's bill if you have chosen an alternative supplier. 

• A copy of their contract is also needed. 

• Get a usage history to see your consumption pattern. 

• Review the applicable rates and tariffs to optimize 
savings. 

• Develop a procurement strategy to control budgets and 
minimize risk volatility. 

• Get all contracts to terminate at the end of March 
because this maximizes the choices in supplier options, 
rate changes, and is prior to the beginning of the 
injection season. 

• Track all contracts including start dates, end dates and 
renewal or cancellation windows for each facility so 
contracts do not auto renew. 

• Review your options and define your strategy - It will 
usually include a variable rate that reacts to weather and 
storage for near term months, energy insurance or 
hedging of part of your load to protect against a price 
run up, and sometimes gas storage and its potential 
benefits. 

Electricity - Costs Are Up, 
Let's Minimize The Increase 

Beginning in January of 2007, the energy (kWh) costs 
were to escalate by 20-25% for most properties but nearly 
80% for some of the larger users depending on load 
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profile. Electricity has become a commodity, very similar 
to the natural gas market in Illinois. CornEd now will 
receive its income for delivery of electricity only and will 
charge customers the price that it pays for the electricity 
for those choosing to stay with CornEd. The prices that 
CornEd charges for power were set during the auction in 
September 06. 

There are numerous options for alternative suppliers and 
the majority of properties will be able to save money by 
leaving CornEd. Typical savings range from 5% to 45% 
depending on your customer class and load profile. Since 
virtually every alternative supplier will offer to provide 
electricity at less than the new CornEd prices, the dilemma 
facing boards will be comparing the price offers they 
receive and what do they really include! The alternative 
suppliers will show projected savings but many suppliers 
do not fix a number of components which can leave you 
exposed to price increase that you did not expect. 

The basic components from a supplier are: 

Energy supply (S), line losses (L), ancillary charges (A), 
capacity (C) and transmission service charge (TSC). 
All of these components can be fixed but many suppliers 
fix only part of them and say they will pass through the 
other charges. The acronym for these components is 
SLACTSC. 

This can create some issues to be careful of: 

One supplier made a proposal that seemed lower than a 
competitor due to their capacity charge but when 
reviewed the "pass-thru" estimate was based on current 
costs while the other quote was fixing the cost based on 
the rate change at PJM (transmission grid) starting next 
spring. The supplier had a clause in its contract that 
would allow it to hit you with this price increase of which 
they were well aware. How can you be expected to know 
of a change at PJM next spring and the impact it will 
have? Let the buyer beware. Be careful that all offers are 
comparable. Be sure that you understand the components 
of an offer and the impact that they will have. For example, 
an offer with zero swing or bandwidth (how much 

for a month - over or under your usage was compared to 
historical levels - this is then charged a market rate) and 
without fixed variables, can leave the customer exposed to 
costs changes that could have been controlled or mitigated. 
Be sure that you check the information provided and 
its consequences. For example, a change from space 
heat to general service could cause skyrocketing costs, 
in your case. 

As a consultant, C2 reviews a 24 month history of the 
usage at a property, solicits bids from 6 - 8 providers, pre
pares a spreadsheet comparing offers and then presents the 
best offer to the board for their consideration including the 
plusses and minuses of contracts and pricing. Properties 
are very different in their usage of electricity and that 
makes for the difference in the quotes they get from alterna
tive providers. Pricing from providers is based not only 
on the amount of electricity used, but by time of day, peak 
demand, consistency of usage and customer class, etc. 
Associations need to make sure how the alternative 
provider's quote addresses usage during the contract term 
if usage is less or more than its historical monthly usage. 

Telephone Costs - Usually Not A 
Big Expense, But Why Spend More 
Than Necessary 

Interestingly, this is one monthly bill that can be reduced 
with a little effort. Large associations, that have on-site 
management offices, can pay a significant amount for 
their monthly phone bills. Even smaller associations, that 
have no on-site office, pay for phone lines that are connect
ed to their intercom systems. In examining phone 
bills, it is not uncommon to see charges from the existing 
phone company for local calls in excess of .05 per minute 
and fees over $35.00 a month or more just for the privilege 
of having a long distance provider. Many associations 
have CRAM on their bills, which are charges for 
services that haven't been ordered, that don't exist and can 
add as little as $4.99 per month to more than $29 a month. 
After analysis of the local and long distance phone bill, 
some boards tweak their bill and save $25.00 a month, 
others have changed their billing to reflect $250.00 a 
month in savings. 
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FREE REPORTS 
Go to www.c2intl .. com 

to get your Free Reports! 

Consulting Firm Reveals Secrets of Gas Management 
your Supplier Doesn't Want You to Knowl 

FREE Daily Nymex Settlement Report -
This daily report gives you the best indicators of the direction 

short term and long term of Gas and Electric prices. 

Apartments and Condo Associations -
Turn your residential electric meters into a Cash Generator! 

FREE Weekly Gas Storage and Utility Summary -
Natural Gas injections and withdrawals have 

a huge impact on gas and electric pricing. 

FREE Report Details What your Waste Hauler 
Doesn't want you to know! 

Electricity - FREE Report and Supplier Pricing Checklist -
How to not get Shocked by what your 

electric supplier is not telling you! 

FREE Report details How to Reduce your 
Energy Consumption without any investment! 

FREE Report reveals steps you can take to get the best 
Telecom rates, the right service and stop paying bills with errors! 

Reverse and Negotiated Auction Platforms can help 
reduce and manage your utility and business costs -

FREE Report shows how to drive down prices! 

Contact us at: 

Cost Containment International, Inc. 
Phone 877-265-2799 • Fax 877-525-8634 

www.c2intl.com 
400 Skokie Boulevard, Suite 380, Northbrook, IL 60062 



very month every condo 
association receives its utility 
bills. Some bills can send 
chills up your spine, create 

angst and self doubt. Is this the best 
we could do? Are we overspending? 
Is this what we signed up for? Some 
properties have a good idea of what's 
inside the envelope before they see 
the bill. Usage is at their historical 
average and they know how much 
they are paying per therm or kWh. 
It's the bill that comes in significant
ly higher than the budgeted amount 
and the realization that the situation 
is going to continue for months or 
years or more that is horrifying. 

Board members, management com
panies, energy suppliers and consult
ants all can be in the sphere of influ
ence that has an impact on the 
monthly charges. An amazing fact .... 
all the gas and electricity that condos 
use comes down the same pipes and 
power lines and comes from the 
same place. But, unlike the olden 
days, when everybody got their elec
tricity bills from CornEd and their 
gas bills from Peoples or Nicor, we 
have numerous choices for our utility 
providers. Talk to someone who lives 
in a condo property across the street 
from you. They probably pay a dif
ferent amount for gas and electricity 
than you do. Let's look at some of 
the scary scenarios. 

In the natural gas world prices can 
vary by 300% in a 24 month period. 
What seemed like a good deal at the 
time might turn into a nightmare, 
months later. If your property is pay
ing three times more for natural gas 

than a neighboring association, it's 
quite normal to feel anguish when 
paying the bill. Think how it would 
be if every time you filled your car's 
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gas tank with gasoline you were 
charged three times the amount 
everyone else paid, and you knew 
there was nothing you could do 



structure of the home. The initial 
estimate was for $39,000 upon initial 
inspection of the home. After begin
ning the remediation process and fur
ther delving into the core of the proj
ect, the costs soared to $63,000 
because of the structural damage. 
Mold can be deceiving: you may 
think that it is contained to a certain 
affected area but a leak in a base
ment can cause mold in the attic! 
Without stripping down walls and 
beginning the remediation process, 
there is just no way of knowing up 
front. Of course any professional 
remediation company can have a 
basic idea of the amount of time and 
money required for a job, but a 
remediation job can easily double in 
cost when structural damage is 
encountered. In situations with 
extensive mold growth, a remedia
tion company is left with no alterna
tive but to perform costly demolition. 

During the three week remediation 
project, the technicians had to get 
into every crevice of the home. No 
stone could be left unturned. IICRC 
S520 guidelines were strictly 
enforced and everything, from air 
scrubbers to HEPA vacuums, was 
used in the process. The home 
passed post-remediation sampling 
and was given the green light. At 
that time our firm turned over the 
home to the property management 
for re-construction. 

The importance of continual inspec
tion of vacant homes cannot be 
stressed enough. During any kind of 
inclement weather, properties should 
be routinely checked. If this property 
would have been checked even a 
week into the flooding, the costs on 
this project would have been a frac
tion of what they turned out to be. 
The flooding could have been isolat
ed and a progressive drying process 
started without the need to demolish 
the vast majority of the interior of 
the home. Routine checks can save 
property management companies and 
homeowners the hassles and stress of 

dealing with an extensive remedia
tion process. Water damage is seri
ous and mold can begin to grow 
within just 48-72 hours. 

Mold is neither friend nor foe but we 
definitely feel a sense of panic when 
we see even the smallest trace of it. 
So should you. It evokes so many 
emotions to all parties involved. 
From the additional work and over-

sight required from a management 
company, to the homeowner s emo
tional devastation and displacement 
during the process, to the concentra
tion and care required by technicians 
- it can be truly stressful. Thankfully 
it is possible to return to normalcy 
after an occurrence that seems so 
disturbing. With quick action and the 
right resources a house can be a 
home once again. 
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about it for the next 8 months. Some condo associations 
feel that way about their natural gas situation. They'd like 
a "do over." 

While nobody can accurately predict the futures market 
(let's face it, if anyone could, they'd already be on an 
island, lying in a hammock, sipping an umbrella drink -
heck, they would own the island), there are a couple of 
things to try to avoid. Immediately after Hurricane 
Katrina, when natural gas prices skyrocketed, it turned out 
to be a bad time to have locked in gas prices for 12 or 24 
months. It's hard to resist the urge to protect yourself 
against even higher pricing. However, looking at the his
torical prices of natural gas, a more prudent step could 
have been locking in a portion of the projected usage for a 
time period, giving yourself a little "wiggle room" and not 
putting all your eggs in one basket. Many associations 
found themselves paying 60 cents a therm too much for 
their gas. A terrifYing situation to be sure. 

So .... in today's market, what is the least uneasy thing to 
do? While prices are at levels that haven't been seen 
recently, some boards are reluctant to lock in their gas 
prices because the market could go lower. Again, you can 
lock in a portion of the projected usage for a period of 
time, and be very prudent. But unlike the position you are 
in when pricing is at record highs, with the realization 
that prices are lower than they have been during the past 
several years, there really is no mistake in fixing rates for 
a 12 or 24 month period. It becomes a situation like win
ning $1,000 at the blackjack table and walking away. 
Sure, you might have won $2,000 if you had continued 
playing, but you might have lost it all and more. 

Electricity is completely different. There is nothing 
spooky about paying less than the CornEd charges. Unlike 
the natural gas market which fluctuates, CornEd has a set 
price that condo associations pay for their electricity. 
Period! You are a winner if you pay less than the CornEd 
rate and we know what that rate is until June 2010. Now, 
there are still a few pitfalls that can spoil the party. When 
shopping for an electricity rate, make sure the rate you get 
from a supplier includes all of the energy supply compo
nents. Some providers change component prices on a 
monthly basis, making it harder to see exactly what the 
charge per kWh is. Talking to association members about 
the rate they pay per kWh can be interesting. No matter 
what you pay, no matter how good a deal you have, some
body has a better deal. Or so they say. Like bringing a 
new car home and having a neighbor ask how much you 
paid, somebody always could have gotten a better deal. 
When comparing prices, always make sure the price 
includes energy, ancillary, capacity, line loss and transmis
sion. Remember, CornEd will still charge for the delivery 
of the electricity and for the taxes, but the rate they charge 
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is the same no matter who the supplier, ComEd will 
always respond to emergency situations, no matter who 
the provider is, 

Now, for a final few hair-raising tales of real things of 
which to be beware: Always make sure of what the termi
nation terms are for contracts you sign, One local supplier 
of natural gas has a three day window to cancel each year; 
miss notifying during the three day period, you've re
signed for another year, One supplier is allowed by their 
contract to send a renewal offer anytime during the year, 
They give you five days to respond with a "no thank you," 
If you don't decline their offer within the five days, 
you've agreed to extend the contract by 12 more months, 
Most energy suppliers have 30, 45, 60 or 90 day cancella
tion terms, If you don't send in a cancellation letter dur
ing the required time period, you've signed on for another 
year, Realize that if you have a 12 month natural gas con
tract and you sign a fixed rate addendum during the that 
period that extends the fixed rate past the twelfth month, 
your contract will renew for an additional 12 months, 

With a little diligence, you can avoid getting a monster 
surprise in your utility bill envelope, 
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